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4A. The situation in Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia
Telstra switches on 5G in Toowoomba
03 September 2018

TESLTRA has announced it has switched on 5G technology in Toowoomba, Queensland, making it
the first regional community in Australia and one of the first places in the world to be 5G ready.
https://www.farmingahead.com.au/communications/news/1345875/telstra-switches-on-5g-intoowoomba
One of the largest Telstra Mobile (Cell) phone towers in Toowoomba is located at the top of a hill
named Mount Lofty. The tower is adjacent to the WIN TV Station and its associated towers.
The hill overlooks the CBD and there are residential homes located very close to the towers.

Courtesy Google Maps
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Courtesy Google Maps
Google has identified the WIN Television building incorrectly. Win TV occupies
the building to its left and the building marked is officially named Toowoomba
Radio Telephone Station, as you will see in a photo below.

Courtesy Google Maps
Equivalent satellite image. You can see the Telstra tower at the top of Video Ave.
and how close it is to residential houses. This will be more obvious in more
detailed photographs below.
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Coutesy Google Maps
Here you can clearly view the various towers, including the Telstra tower in the centre.
Remember, WIN Television is the large building to the left of the Telstra complex, not as marked.

Looking East towards Brisbane

Look toward the West
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Views from the top of Mount Lofty

View from Mount Lofty over Toowoomba, looking South-West

View overlooking Toowoomba CBD from Mount Lofty
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Photo taken by me on 30 Nov 2018

Photo courtesy Google Maps (obviously older)

Photo courtesy Google Earth
Note the clean area inside the security fence. The sheds in the background are no longer there.
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My photo (30 Nov 2018) showing a new control building surrounded by a temporary fence, and
rubbish stacked inside the permanent security fence. I suspected that both were associated with the
installation of 5G equipment onto the existing tower. The tower in the background, I believe,
belongs to the WIN Television Station located next to the Testra Radio Telephone Station:
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The Telstra tower

The adjacent WIN Television Towers

Signs on the Security Fence at the base of the Telstra tower
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Rubbish left at the base of the Telstra tower:

Close up of one of the discarded boxes at the base of the tower, with ERICSSON printed on it
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Close up of the top of the tower showing items installed recently with shiny cable connectors.
I was certain that what had been recently installed on this tower, identified as NSA Site
Number 430012 was related to 5G.
Sure enough, when I did an on-line search, this is what I found:

National Safety Agency (NSA) is a global consulting, technology and services organisation
specialising in the public safety, critical infrastructure resilience and homeland security sectors. Our
work includes but is not limited to product evaluation, technology research and development,
managed services, project management services and consulting. http://www.nsaaust.com
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To locate the tower I photographed, I went to https://www.rfnsa.com.au/4350012:

Note: In the RH bottom corner of the above screen shot, there are four generations of
Transmitter/Receivers associated with this tower, namely 3G, 4G, 4GX and 5G.
I then did another search and discovered that there were 6 other separate towers in the city of
Toowoomba that are "5G ready":

Note that RFNSA does not list the tower I photographed above on this list, even though I
specifically selected 5G (as ticked), but it does list six other Telstra towers in Toowoomba that have
5G already installed. Three of the towers listed above (and shown on the map below), are shared by
Telstra, Optus and Vodaphone.
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https://www.rfnsa.com.au/sitelist?nearby_latitude=&nearby_longitude=&nearby_address=&nearby=&system_categories=5&sear
ch_criteria=Toowoomba
Therefore, there are already 7 Towers in Toowoomba (an inland city, located about 100km
west of Brisbane, Queensland, with a population of about 100,000 people) that already have
5G transmitter/receivers installed on them!
It's of particular interest that the providers themselves are very much aware of the dangers of RF in
the microwave band, as indicated by the notices mounted on the security fences surrounding the
towers, and also by the safety videos produced to train technicians and contractors working near
towers and antennas, especially on the roofs of buildings, which is a common site for mounting
antennas.
Here is a notice on another tower, close to where we live:

Photo taken by me on 18 November 2018 at Ravensbourne, QLD,
about 30 km (as the crow flies) north of Toowoomba.
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And here are some safety videos for technicians and contractors working on (or near), microwave
transmitters:
Safety Videos at the RFNSA site: https://www.rfnsa.com.au/information
Check these ones out, in particular:
https://www.rfnsa.com.au/embedded-video/QMQEeSvnRsU
https://www.rfnsa.com.au/embedded-video/iQQ8_FBGLBw

RadioWorkSafe 2.0 - Working safely around mobile base stations and transmitting antennas:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2KSLiv8rP0
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What about the safety of the general public?
Warnings for us are minimal, and the safe levels set in guidelines and standards (especially in the
UK, USA, Canada, Germany, Australia and New Zealand), are totally inadequate to protect us from
the biological effects of prolonged exposure to microwave radiation emitted from Mobile (Cell)
Phones, Modems (Routers), Smart Meters, Cordless Phones, Baby Monitors, Microwave Ovens,
Computers, Laptops, Tablets, and the towers/antennas themselves. And the list goes on...
The dangers have been known for decades. For instance, I extracted the following table from a paper
published in 1974, but there are others from before then, some going back to the 1940's and 50's:

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/00022470.1974.10469899

Related:
Early Research on the Biological Effects of Microwave Radiation
http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/2223/1/2223.pdf
The Effects of Radar on the Human Body
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/273787.pdf
Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation
https://ethw.org/Biological_Effects_of_Electromagnetic_Radiation
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